Speed Reading Class Results
Summer 2019 Speedreading Classes
67 Students
Classes Conducted at:
Dublin Jerome High School, Upper Arlington High School,
Worthington Phoenix Middle School
Students from:
Dublin Jerome HS, Dublin Scioto HS, Dublin Coffman HS,
Dublin Karrer MS, Dublin Davis MS, Dublin Grizzell MS,
Pickerington Central HS, St. Brigid school, St. Charles School,
Thomas Worthington HS, Hilliard Davidson HS, New Albany MS,
Olentangy HS, Olentangy Liberty MS, Canton South HS,
Hilliard Darby HS, Columbus Academy, Worthington Linworth MS,
Worthingway MS, Worthington McCord MS, Worthington Kilborne HS,
Columbus School for Girls, Worthington Phoenix MS
Average beginning reading speed:
Average beginning comprehension:

252
68

Words per Minute
Percent

Average ending reading speed:
Average ending comprehension:

2,964
92

Words per Minute
Percent

Average reading efficiency increase:

15.91 Times (1,591 Percent)

Selected Quotes:
It is a great! Thank You so much for helping me read faster. (Isabella A., Dublin Grizzell MS)
I think it helped me very well with reading. (Brady B., St Brigid)
The above the line hint and linear structure helped the most. (Nick B., St Charles)
This course was beneficial. I can now read very quickly am much more efficient at reading.
Thanks. (Sawyer D., Dublin Jerome HS)
The two stop technique helped me a lot for this 5 day speed read class. I’m a little excited to read
a book by using those techniques what I learned. (M.F., Dublin Karrer MS)
I enjoyed this class very much. The skills I learned will greatly help me in school and on tests.
(Nick O., Dublin Jerome HS)
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I feel that this course was highly beneficial to me as a student. This course helped me develop
techniques to finish school work and free up time for my extracurriculars. The technique that helped me
the most was the above the line technique. (Jacob H., Dublin Jerome HS)
It was a bit difficult, but I feel like I improved a lot. My speed tripled and my comprehension
improved too. (R.J., Dublin Grizzell MS)
There are many good lessons on school other than just reading and I believe this class will bring
me far in life and as a person. (Colin K., Dublin Coffman HS)
The airplane vision helped me the most, allowing me to see the page as a whole. I think I will be
able to read more efficiently on tests. (J.L., Dublin Karrer MS)
The zig-zag will help me a lot even though this class was very stressful and early. (Danielle H.,
Dublin Grizzell MS)
Above the line hint and airplane vision helped the most. (Bella P., Dublin Coffman HS)
The zig-zag technique will help me the most. I will for sure be able to do more reading. (Grant P.,
Dublin Karrer MS)
I think it helped a little bit. (K.T., Dublin Coffman HS)
It was very beneficial to be able to learn such a meaningful and important tool to efficient reading
habit. All of the things I have learned from this course: above the line hint, peripheral vision, reading
process, etc. (Y.U., Dublin Grizzell MS)
I learned a lot from this course, and although it wasn’t always super fun, I had a good time. The
techniques that I liked were above the line and the linear recall pattern. I will probably do more reading
now. (R.A., Dublin Jerome HS)
The above the line and the check mark techniques will help me the most in ACT/SAT. I believe
that I will be able to do more reading now. This class has helped me a lot and made reading so much
easier. The recall patterns were also very helpful. Thank you! (Rithu A., Dublin Coffman HS)
I have tried to speed read in the past with no success. ARC helped me reach a larger reading
speed, which I didn’t know was possible. The ingenious tips they gave helped me a lot. (T.B., Dublin
Grizzell MS)
The above the line hint and the layering process have been beneficial to me. I will be able to read
textbooks faster and will be able to do more reading. (M.D., Dublin Scioto HS)
I was very unsure of the methods and didn’t believe I could pass 1000 wpm within one week. The
methods taught are great and extremely useful! Thanks for everything! Definitely changed from hostage
to volunteer. (Sophia D., Pickerington Central HS)
The reading above the line helped the most. The skills taught were refined and practiced. Finally,
thank you, it has been an interesting experience. (S.D., Dublin Jerome HS)
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The two-stop technique and visual reading will help me the most. I should be able to do more
reading. (Elvin F., Dublin Karrer MS)
My opinion of this class is great. It helped me a lot with reading faster and a lot faster. The
technique that helped me the most was the above the line and zig-zag for speedreading. I will definitely
do more reading after this class. I changed from a hostage to a draftee. (Winston F., Dublin Jerome HS)
I think this class will now help my homework skills, my standardized testing and reading in
general. (S.G., Dublin Karrer MS)
It helped. (Matthew H., Dublin Scioto HS)
I really liked this class; I feel more prepared going into high school knowing these new skills. I
think the recall patterns will help the most, I’ll be able to study faster and better. I also think I will be
able to read more knowing that I can read faster and understand it. (Sara M., Dublin Coffman HS)
The above the line technique, the recall patterns, airplane technique, and the traverse techniques.
Yes, I will be able to do more reading. (Amelia M., Olentangy Liberty HS)
Techniques that helped me the most were the above the line hint and traverse techniques. I will be
able to do more reading now. (A.S., Dublin Davis MS)
The techniques I will use the most and help me most is the linear recall style and above the line
and the eye charts practice. I will do more reading now. (A.V., Dublin Jerome HS)
I read much better now. (P.W., Dublin Jerome HS)
I got a lot better at reading. I know how to do the above the line trick. I would be able to go
through summer reading faster. (Brian X., Dublin Grizzell MS)
I really enjoyed the course. I have gotten frustrated throughout the week and really pushed
myself. Bonnie was amazing, very sympathetic and helpful. She was always Patient and helped
struggling students. I am truly amazed by the results; I never knew I would be able to read that fast. The
most helpful things I learned were the above the line hints, the different recall styles, and how to trust
myself. Previously I’ve always been a slower reader with lower comprehension, but I’ve truly learned
how to be confident in my abilities and trust myself. I’m a great student who can do anything I put my
mind to thanks to Bonnie. (Emma V., Hilliard Darby HS)
The above the line technique was the most helpful. I will be able to read faster. (V.B., Dublin
Jerome HS)
I feel very improved! It was overall hard, but it was worth it. I think this is an awesome class.
(B.G., Dublin Karrer MS)
This course was immensely helpful and well worth the time and money. The format was easy to
follow and nicely presented. I will definitely be using the above the line hint to speed read. I am very
glad to have these tips for the upcoming school year. I will have much more time to read choice books!
(J.H., Hilliard Davidson HS)
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In the beginning I was a little skeptical. But, over all the class has helped. I would say my favorite
thing to learn was note taking. That will probably be the most effective thing I learned because that’s the
thing I most improved with and something I’ve struggled with. But now, I know how to do it and I know
how to do it well. (Kareena J., Dublin Jerome HS)
When I first joined speed reading class, I thought I would never use this in my life! But now, I
realize how amazing and useful this course is! The teacher is always so nice, everything is perfectly
explained, and who couldn’t like that! (Bennett K., Columbus Academy)
I really enjoyed the speed reading course. I have really increased both my comprehension and the
amount of words per minutes I read. I really would just like to say thank you! (I.L., Olentangy HS)
At first, I thought I would be super confused but now I feel pretty good about what I have learned.
I feel like this will help me a lot in the future, so I am excited to use this in my work at school. I really
liked the airplane and above the line hint. Thank you. (A.S., Olentangy HS)
This class has been very helpful. At first, I didn’t want to take it, but it got better after every day.
Eventually, I liked the class. This has helped my speed and my reading comprehension. (Amaad S.,
Olentangy Liberty MS)
I think this course was good. The above the line technique helped me the most. I also liked the
recall patterns we did. They were nice and organized so they were helpful. I thought this class was really
good. (V.S., Dublin Grizzell MS)
I have enjoyed this class very much. I would definitely not have done as well in school if it wasn’t
for this class. Thank you so much for this experience. I am sure this will be useful in school and life.
(Sebastian S., Canton South HS)
Techniques that helped me the most were above the line and zig zag. I will be able to do more
reading now. I really liked taking this class. It was really fun. (Yvonne W., Worthington Phoenix MS)
Honestly, I enjoyed very much! The above the line technique helped me the most. (Benjamin B.,
Linworth Alternative)
It was a really great class and it was fun because I got to look at my scores that went up high and
I loved it. (Colin B., Worthingway MS)
At first, I was very skeptical of the class but over time I understood what was going on and how it
worked. The first day was the hardest and it got easier day by day. This is going to help a lot for high
school. (A.B., Worthingway MS)
This course helped me a ton with the methods I have been taught. I will be able read with more
efficiency with more comprehension, but in my opinion, the class is too long. (Faaris C., Phoenix MS)
It is a very good class it can help lots of people read faster and it certainly helped me. I made a
great friend in this class. She helped me like the class. (E.D., Worthingway MS)
This was very helpful. The two stop technique will help me the most. Yes, I will read more now
because I can read faster while getting the information I need. (Luke G., Worthington Kilborne HS)
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I felt this speedreading helped me with my reading a lot. I think the best technique that was given
was above the line technique. I believe that I will read more novels I am actually interested (in). (Connor
M., Dublin Jerome HS)
The above the line and zig zag technique is very important and I will use it. (P.P., Dublin Karrer
MS)
It is great and fun. It will help me very much in my future. In the beginning I didn’t think I could
read very fast. But in the end truly I did. (Shalin P., Dublin Karrer MS)
At first, I was not excited about this class but as the week went by, I started to enjoy it more. I
made friends who helped me enjoy this class and make it fun. I will probable do more read. I would add
more games to keep it interesting. (T.P., Columbus School for Girls)
I think this course will have helped me with studying material more than anything.
(G.R., Thomas Worthington HS)
This course improved my overall efficiency in terms of comprehension and speed. The traverse
technique and the above the line will help me the most. I also found the different recall patterns more
helpful. I will be able to do more reading if I choose to or spend more time in doing other things with the
additional time I will have now. (Anutam S., Dublin Scioto HS)
The techniques that have helped me the most are benchmark 1 and 2. This will help me finish
assignments faster and more efficient. (Visam S., Dublin Scioto HS)
Techniques that helped me the most were above the line and zig zag. I will be able to do more
reading now. I really like taking this class. It was really fun. (Yvonne W., Worthington Phoenix MS)
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